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About Us



Tractorbeam Digital

Why We’re 
Different

Tractorbeam is a collection of digital strategists and 
marketers whose singular focus is driving revenue. We 
have streamlined the traditional digital agency model by 
eliminating over staffed teams and uneducated client 
managers. Your digital marketing manager is not only 
your day-to-day, but is also managing your campaigns, 
optimizing your website, and deep diving into reporting 
and analytics. This gives them complete knowledge into 
your business and the ability to achieve better results 
faster.

Tractorbeam’s digital team is backed by our world class 
branding and creative team. Our expertise lies in building 
brands that last, grow, and thrive.

Who We Are Peter Benanti
Before founding TractorBeam in 1997, Peter spent 
8 years as EVP of HH Brown Shoe Company a $350 
million dollar division of Berkshire Hathaway. He was 
responsible for inventory, product development, 
sourcing, sales and marketing for four of their brands 
and the retail catalog business. HH Brown sells to over 
11,000 retail outlets. He then served as the Senior 
Vice President of Marketing for Fossil Inc., during 
which the company grew from $56M to $300M in 
worldwide sales. In that position, he was responsible 
for brand and product development, retail promotions, 
packaging, point of sale and store design.

Christopher Miller
As the head of digital marketing, Christopher is 
responsible for developing digital strategies for 
Tractorbeam’s clients with a focus on content 
marketing, paid media, social media, and search 
engine optimization. 

His expertise is centered on the retail and hospitality 
industries, as he’s overseen digital marketing for 
companies such as Miraval Resort and Spa, Karisma 
Resorts, Art Series Hotels, Soccer.com, Cost Plus 
World Market, and others.

Ryan Owens
Ryan oversees the search marketing at Tractorbeam 
to ensure clients are meeting their goals and key 
performance indicators.

With more than 10 years managing paid search 
campaigns, Ryan has worked with companies such 
as Omni Resorts and Hotels, Aqua Resorts and Hotels, 
Event Cinemas, and Greystar among the many.

Our Services Paid Search

Search Engine Optimization

Display Marketing:  
Direct, Programmatic, Retargeting

Social Media Marketing

Google Analytics

Other Services Brand Consulting

Product Consulting

Corporate Identity

Content Development

Product Design and Merchandising

Interactive Design

Photography art direction
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Studio Movie Grill 





Studio Movie Grill

Challenge Help position Studio Movie Grill as a digital marketing 
leader to gain an edge on their ever growing competition.

Solution We leveraged Studio Movie Grill’s consumer data and 
insights to deploy a full scale digital marketing campaign 
reaching potential moviegoers during all phases of the 
conversion funnel.

Our strategy was to use a movie-first ad approach that are 
cobranded with Studio Movie Grill’s value proposition.

Tactics included Paid Search, Programmatic Advertising, 
and Retargeting.

Results 50% increase in online revenue
103% YoY paid search revenue growth
25:1 Average ROI
22% increase in website visits

Background Established in 2000, Studio Movie Grill (“SMG”) 
modernized the traditional movie-going experience by 
combining first-run movies with full-service, in-theater 
dining. SMG has swiftly grown to 29 locations in 9 states 
by the end of 2017 with further expansion planned in 2018.
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Mohonk Mountain House

Challenge Transform a 150 year-old resort into a leader in hospitality 
digital marketing.

Solution As an independent, family owned resort, Mohonk 
has a beautiful story to tell. Our goal was to tell the 
Mohonk story through imagery, video, and proven 
digital marketing tactics.

In addition to SEO, Paid Search, Social Media 
Marketing, Programmatic, and Retargeting, we worked 
with Mohonk to create a video library to capture the 
full experience of the resort. 

Video assets are them used for YouTube and pre-
roll advertising. Experience advertising is especially 
important in positioning Mohonk as a preferred 
Winter destination, as well as an established warm 
weather getaway.

Results Over $1,000,000 increase in online revenue YoY
Over $4,000,000 increase in call revenue YoY
15:1 Total ROI

Background Mohonk Mountain House is a historical resort located 
in New Paltz, New York. The hotel has 259 guest rooms, 
including 28 tower rooms, an indoor pool and spa, and 
an outdoor ice-skating rink for winter use. 
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Casa de Campo

Challenge Transition Casa de Campo from years of stale digital 
marketing tactics to increase global awareness and drive 
bookings and revenue.

Solution We discovered that Casa de Campo’s digital marketing 
execution and website had been neglected by their 
current agency. Our first step was to take over the website 
and implement a user experience strategy to take guests 
from homepage to booking. In addition, we created and 
implemented a detailed SEO audit to resolve the website 
shortcomings.

We took over the AdWords and Bing Ads account, 
rebuilding to attract guests during all phase of the buying 
cycle.

We developed audience personas using demographic 
and historical dainsights to create a finely targeted 
programmatic ad campaign And finally, we implemented 
a retargeting ad campaign to close conversion funnels, 
increase conversion rates, and drive revenue

Results 85% increase in online revenue YoY
25% growth in organic traffic YoY
100% growth in organic revenue YoY
15% grown in AdWords revenue YoY

Background Casa de Campo is a 7,000-acre resort in La Romana, 
Dominican Republic featuring impressive hotel rooms and 
suites, as well as spectacular villas with private pools in 
lavish settings. In addition, it is home to Teeth of the Dog, 
the #1 golf course in the Caribbean.
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Monogram Apartment Collection

Challenge Effectively drive traffic and grow leases through paid 
search and SEO for 50+ apartment communities in the 
extremely competitive multifamily vertical. 

Solution We developed a close working relationship with the 
Monogram team to routinely drill into the ongoing needs 
of each community. 

Our paid search campaigns were methodical in their 
approach to reach potential residents during all phases 
of their apartment search. Keyword strategy and ad copy 
were localized and branded toward each community.

Apartment website SEO was approached from a technical, 
content, and inbound citations standpoint. Each 
community was given personalized content optimizations 
to increase in local search rankings. Local citations were 
claimed and maintained for accuracy. And, websites were 
technical error free, and implemented with cutting edge 
SEO techniques. 

Results $16 average cost per conversion
10% average click through rate
12% average conversion rate

Background Monogram is a fully integrated self-managed real estate 
investment trust that invests in, develops, and operates 
high quality multifamily communities offering location and 
lifestyle amenities. Monogram was purchased by Greystar 
in September 2017.
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D&M Auto Leasing

Challenge Build a strong digital marketing presence to drive leads, 
support radio ads, and cement D&M’s position as the 
number one car leasing company in Texas.

Solution We took over D&M’s website with the goal of improving 
user experience, implementing best in class SEO 
practices, and create more clear calls to action.

Google AdWords and Bing Ads were rebuilt from the 
ground up, maximizing historical data and broadening the 
campaign’s reach.

Once we exceeded cost per lead goals, we began YouTube 
ads aimed at driving awareness into the process of car 
leasing. Finally, we kicked off direct ad placements with 
online publications, programmatic ads, and retargeting to 
reach key car leasing demographics.

Results 36% increase in request a quote forms
30% increase in phone calls
Exceed cost per lead goal by 28%

Background Established in 1976, D&M Auto Leasing has grown to 
become the largest, highest rated leasing company in 
the nation.


